
01. Model 913 Mist Lacquered.
Tool Handle brass. 

02. Walnut  wine rack
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03 Detail model 915 Sanrafael white. 
Lacquered in. Handle Cala polished 
chrome.

02.  Model 915 VT Lacquered in Sanrafael white. 
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Combine

915

Among the material combinations texture

materials
 

Smooth and wood with open grain is the most current 
trend in interior design.

01. Model 915 Sanrafael white Lacquered 
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03. Wallpaper Sanrafael model Abstract Forms 

01. Double door 911 VT Lacquered combination.
Delta Chrome Shine Handle
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Bring elegance and vanguard to your home with 
the 911 model from Sanrafael. The combination 
of lacquers and aluminum will result in harmony 
and creativity in your rooms.

Pure 
design

911

02Model 911 Sanrafael white. Lacquered  

03 Handle Ele Cromo Brillo
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01

04

01. Model AL911 LSanrafael white Lacquered with 
Aluminum inlay and Marble Calacatta. 03 Mirror 
model Kay Lacquered Dark High Gloss 04. 
Decorative columns Lacquered Dakota
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03

AL911

02. Detail model AL911. Peanut-
Ele model Chrome Shine. 
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01

02

AL8055
Dialogue
between matters
MARBLE + WOOD +       METAL +    LACQUER

02 Dresser Walnut Uniform 
MF, Marble Macadamia and 
Ginger Lacquer.
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03

01

The marble finish is introduced as a piece 
with great character and personality. 
Characterized by being a unique material 
that can be easily linked to different styles. 
A timeless trend in your doors.

01. Model AL8055 Uniform Walnut MF aluminum inlay 
Gold and Marble Macadamia. Handle Medium Satin 
Brass. 
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S t y l e  g u i d e

greenery

The green hue with yellow touches seeks to evoke nature 

Use in luminous spaces with several light inputs

Use of large and medium-sized plants in the room

Mix of trends with classic flair

Decoration elements with golden touches

A piece of 
nature

02 White finished Blade Table

03 Wallpaper Sanrafael model Tropical



D8099

04.
Detail model D8099 Kenzo Chrome Satin Handle

01. Model D8099 in pearl stain 
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Trend
DARK

In Sanrafael we work on trends and  

we interpret the use of materials, the realization of textures and the 

creation of design. We present our DARK trend, on wood, designer 

woods, veneered stains, lacquers and accessories

Doors in Walnut, Grey Ashen, Linen, 
Anthracite; stained veneers in chocolate, 
smoke; or lacquered in Dark, Jade or 
Platinum

The door 50Z33 from the collection Live! it gets 
highlighted by the use of the Dark Tint and the Z-
milled groves.

The wide range of finishes in handles closes the circle of interior decoration 
achieving a total harmony between the main elements of interior design and 
the smallest detail.

Handle Model Just in Black finish

Soft model handle in graphite finish

Tinte Ceniza: un toque cálido a la vez que glamuroso

The chrome finish on handles 
works perfectly with black

Textures: protagonists in doors 
and furniture

Smoke stain for stylish doors.

New Azabache finish



Fernando, why is quality of a door so important?

The door is increasingly important in decoration, with the 
difference that this is  a piece of furniture that we are not going 
to change in more than 20 years. It is important that no 
problems occur, the cost of installation is high, not only for the 
economic but for the inconvenience that creates. That is why it 
is important that the door is not only beautiful but also resolves 
the problems of humidity, cracking, It is is easy to install ... it is 
true that we have differences that help to differentiate us and 
improve the use of the door during its life time of more than 20 
years.

How do you control more than 1200 doors daily?

Difficult, very difficult, we have more than 200 models, 60 
finishes, with any combination of measurements and at the 
same time we offer the possibility of creating practically any 
type of design. The problem is not to manufacture more or less 
than 1,000 doors, but to solve the enormous diversity of 
structures, models, measures, finishes and personalities 
"according to drawing" that demands an immense mint 
condition.

INTERVIEW

The search for
excellence

Fernando lominchar Quality Manager. 20 years 
in the sector.

 Oak Veneer Stained in Orchid
Stained glass design Sanrafael seal guarantees the best quality

We try to sensitize the people, that is very very important ... to 
make them see the importance of their work in the final 
repercussion with the product, we have  frequent meetings to be 
able to see how the product is coming out in plant to draw 
conclusions and make decisions, but most important of all is 
that we are all aware of the importance of our work, it is very 
good for us when we feel every door we make as if it were for 
our house ... Really our people are the protagonist that makes it 
possible.

How can we know if a finish is better or worse? Touch does not 
usually cheat. It is very important to look natural, not with 
bubbles or lack of body. The palm of the hand should slide 
smoothly over the surface gently.
The edges and grooves are the main weak points of the door 
and where we will first see imperfections or splits. They are 
never the same as the front smooth part and it is a good track to 
know the quality of the product.

Thanks!   ; )
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01. Double door D8098 Smoke Stained
  Handle Medium Chrome 
Polished
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BETWEEN 
THE LINES

D8098

02. Mesa Artic Anthracite  
Finish



K43          

HIGH GLOSS
Herringbone shapes with grain in Anthracite, Linen, Silk, 
Canela, Uniform Decapé finishes, in matt or high gloss, offer a 
special feeling for your home

02 Detail model K43 Anthracite High Gloss.
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01 Double Door K43 
Anthracite High Gloss. Handle 
Medium Brass.
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02 Dressing System Walnut 
Zipper with Ginger Lacquered 
panelling.
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K43

03 Model K43 Uniform Walnut.01Model K43 Uniform 
Walnut. Handle model Oval 

Chrome Polished
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02. Walnut Panelled

K44

Combination of 
forms

Design



02

03.Model K44 Nogal straight grain. Handle Sway Brass 
Polished.

01 Model K44 Walnut 
Straight Grain. Handle Upper 
Brass Polished.
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The warm details are a sure hit. Furniture, door and beams in 
light wood that give light to the rooms. Creating a comfy 
corner and being in trend is fully compatible. Give a touch 
with the door model K42 of Sanrafael Doors, where the 
direction of the drawing breaks the monotony.

A  v e r y  r o m a n t i c  p a l e t t e
silk GREY ASHENASH

BEECH 
STEAMED

CANELA LINEN
Decapé

RECONSTITUTED angorawengECHERRY 

03 Model K42 Silk, handle KENZO Satin Chrome. 

02 Open Grain Oak decorative beams.
60



01 Model K42 Silk. Handle 
Upper Polished Brass.

K42
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9066

01

04
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01Door with Stretcher 9066 Sanrafael White Lacquered  
with Black Groove. Handle Chrome Shine Puzzle. 02 
Wardrobe 9066 Sanrafael White Lacquered with Black 
Groove. 03 Detail Black groove. 04. Wallpaper 
Sanrafael model Industri.

02 03
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9088

02

01

The drawing in decoration

02

01
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The geometric style transmits alignment, 
perfect rhythms and completely defined 
lines. It has a universe of visual and 
attractive possibilities which create 
environments with strong personality.

Choose the colour of your design

01 Floor-Ceiling Door 9088 Sanrafael White Lacquer with 
Black Groove. Satin chrome Piston handle. 02 Sanrafael 
White Lacquer Module System Dressing.

Choose the colour of the design in black 
or in the colour of the door

03. Detail Black Groove 
or White. Handle model 
Jump Chrome Satin.



66From the tree
to your table

THERE ARE NOT TWO EQUAL TABLES.
Each one is a piece of a tree's soul, conserving all its essence: The 
whimsical grain that indicate its growth, the changes in its shape 
that mark the temperature, levels of rain and the movement of 
the air that has lived. A whole series of unique imperfections and 
cracks that nuances in the workshop so that they are perfect for 
use.

01

02

05

02 Table model Artic

01 Twist model table
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008008

D8052

TREND IN DECORATION
The organic decoration is at the forefront of modern architecture, 
materials such as wood print a natural and contemporary style 
The furniture of natural emulation wins followers day by day and 
the tables from wooden logs are coupled to all kinds of decorative 
styles , from the most kitsch to the most minimalist. In addition, 
its versatility is coupled to different rooms of the home, in the hall 
way, in the living room or as a dining table, any place is suitable 
for tables made from logs of wood

ECOLOGICAL VALUE
Enjoy a quality product, promote rural 
development and accumulate CO2 and 
promote the use of renewable, 
biodegradable and recyclable material

MAXIMUM PERSONALIZATION
Ask for the available designs and measures, 
choose the legs that you like the most and 
change its finish depending on the rest of the 
room: anthracite, bronze, white, black ...

03

04

03 Mesa modelo Blade

04 Dune model table

05 Rock model table

01 Model D8052, Uniform Walnut with black groove. 
Handle Upper Polished Brass. 02 Wallpaper Sanrafael 
model Tex. 03 Detail Nogal finish Uniform with black 
groove. 04 Separating columns Walnut finish. 05 Twist 
model table
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0

AL8018

01. Model AL8018 Walnut aluminum inlay Bronze. Handle Upper 

Polished toner. 02 Wardrobe AL8018 Walnut aluminum inlay 
Bronze. 03 Dressing Walnut and Lacquered Ginger 04 

Wallpaper Sanrafael Model Canvas

The solutions to 
techniques as you can 
imagine, different 

styles and the best 
quality. All with 

add-ons and 
finishes

1
DOORS

With hinged 
opening, sliding, 

coplanar or spider, 
also as measured and 

with trousers, shoe 
rack, adaptable coat 

racks ...

2
WARDROBES

Modular dressing rooms 

o 1 classics for all
Necessary 

complements and 
tailored to the client. 
PRÊT À PORTER

3
WALK IN WARDROBES

More than 100 
models in all styles 

and 4 qualities, 
according to their 

use. If you prefer, we 
also panel walls in 

wood.

4
WALLPAPERS

02

03

04

Extra
Comfort!
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01 Puertas Mod. 902  y 902 VT en Lac. Blanco Nuclear sobre panela-
do liso en Nogal Natural. Vestidor Sistema. 02 Ideal para cualquier 
estancia del hogar. Posibilidad de fabricación en material hidrófugo 

02

05 Anti-humidity. Model AL8018 Walnut aluminum inlay Bronze. Kenzo 
Chrome satin handle 

01

It includes a magnetic closure "magnetic latch" to 
eliminate the classic click when closing the door. In 
addition to achieving better aesthetics and with it 
acoustic protection.

1. Magnetic latch

Thanks to a rubber gasket "sealing" the closing of the door with the 
frame is more airtight preventing noise between rooms avoiding the 
noise of the "slamming" which is  unpleasant.

2. Rubber seal 

It incorporates a lower drop seal 
seal to prevent the passage of 
dust and noise between spaces.

3. Drop Seal



K55

Enchanting pieces for their visual cleanliness as the sliding 
doors with hidden ironmongery is carried to a vintage style, 
where the walnut wood is the protagonist with infinity of 
veined diversity in natural woods.

02

01. Corredera Externa Soporte oculto modelo K55 Nogal. Tirador Medium Cromo Satinado. 02 Armario 
Abatible K55 Nogal. Tirador Medium Cromo Satinado. 03. Wallpaper Sanrafael modelo Industri.

03

70 04 Detail K55 Walnut Bell Handle Chrome Satin.
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01

V
ES

TI
DO

R CREMALLER
A

With different possibilities in the 
interior distribution and in any size 
adding modules. Design matching 
doors every step of the way.

Modular 
The dressing 

room is modular and 
variable,with 
interchangeable parts. 
Supports any finish, 
both lacquered and 
veneers.

.

Ideal for small spaces, since 
opening the door does not 
involve an extra area. The 
interiors can be 
manufactured lacquered, in 
veneer or in melamine.

A
R

M
ARIO ABATIBLE

A
R

M
A

RI
O Desliza

n
te

Versatile

save space

Walk in wardrobes and 
Wardrobes
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S t y l e  g u i d e  

tropical chic

Exuberance, colour and freshness come together to 

create cheerful and paradisiacal spaces

Wood furniture, bamboo and tropical ornaments

Range of greens, whites, brown colours.

Bright interiors touched by exterior light.

02 Model 977 VH Sanrafael 
White. Pyramid Handle Polished 
Nickel.

06 Detail Model 977 VH Lacquered In White Sanrafael.



977

01 Model 977 Lacquered in 
White Sanrafael. Jump 
Chrome Satin handle. 

03 Detail Model 977 Lacquered in Sanrafael.  White. Kenzo Chrome Satin handle. 
Molding MMIN

04 White Finish Table 

05 Decorative Beams Open Grain Oak 
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01 Double Door 
907 Gold 
Lacquer.

90
7 

V 
D
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TA
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BIÉN DISPO
N

IB
LE

VIDRIERA

BLACK & WHITE

03 Detail Double Door 907 Dark 
Lacquered.

04 Detail Door 907 V Lacquered White Sanrafael
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Geometries ... why do we find them  so attractive? 
Ever imagined something like this black? Gold 
lacquer?

02 Double Door 
907 Black 
Lacquered 

907
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01

01 Double door 954 VH Black 
lacquered High Gloss. Handle 

Piston Nickel Brightness. 

Creativity and technology at the service of  
decoration. The changes in the drawing both in extra 

soft matt finish and in high gloss is the icing on the 
cake of our home

Art Decó954



02 Model 954 Black 
lacquered. Piston 
polished Chrome Handle.
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100 Naturally
Sanrafael

01. Double door 100 with stepped beading,
Orchid stain. Chrome Pyramid handle.


